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Abstract 

Tl.. design point perforante of sheer forte pu«,p. 1. towered with th.t of con- 

venttonel pa™p. in ter«, of the similarity p.r.meters spetlflo speed, spetlflt 

dlemeter end sottlon spetlflt speed. Using ergument, of the tested, theory, the 

maximum suction specific speed potentiel of convention.! pump. 1. celcul.ted for 

convention.! ., well ,. sophlstlceted blade design concepts. Compering these 

d.t. with experimental end theoretic.! d.t. of sheer force pumps, It we. demon- 

st rated the! sheer force pump, ten obt.ln about 10 to 20 times higher suction 

specific speed, than convention.! pump. In the medium specific speed regime, but 

thet the efficiency potentiel of sheer force pumps 1, lower then that of con¬ 

vention.! pumps. The high suction speclUc speed potential of the shear force 

pump can be used adv.nt.geou.ly In the design of compact lightweight space power- 

plants. 

Sumaary 

The advances In the potential flow theory allow to prec.lcul.t. the pressure 

distribution .round the elrfoll In «.cede, end thus to e.t.bll.h the suction 

specific speed potentiel of conventional pumps. It was found th.t with convention.! 

design methods, high suction specific speeds ere obt.ln.d with high specific speed 

«1.1 pumps, reaching pe.k value, of 1000, but that the suction .pacific speed 

potential decrease, to .bout 400 In the medium and Ion spetlflo regl„„. 

With refined bl.de design concepts, suction specific speed of 1000 can be obt.lned 

over the whole specific speed regime of conventional pumps. It w.s ...used In 

these calculations that tip clearance cavitation can be avoided with proper g.p 

ill 



control or by providing a shroud. The suction specific speed potential of pitot 

pumps appears to be higher than that of conventional pumps, reaching peak values 

of about 3000. 

By investigating the efficiency potential of conventional pumps it *s found that 

pumps designed for maximum suction specific speed tend to require a cascade 

geometry which will compromit ï the efficiency to some degree. An exception is the 

mixed flow pump, where the cascade geometry desired for obtaining high efficiencies 

will also be suitable for obtaining high suction specific speeds. 

The analysis of the shear force pump reveals that this pump type will reach peak 

efficiencies in the medium to low specific speed regimes, but that these efficiency 

values are smaller than the ones obtained with conventional pumps in this specific 

speed range. The suction specific speed potential of shear force pumps, however, 

is considerably higher than that of conventional pumps, reaching values as high as 

20,000. Thus, the most feasible application of shear force pumps is for installa¬ 

tions where the efficiency can be compromised in favor of high suction specific 

speeds. Typical applications are condensate pumps in space power plants of the 

Rankine cycle type where the high suction specific speed allows a reduction in 

sub-cooler area and weight, thus decreasing the specific weight of space power- 

plants . 

The presently available test evidence on shear force pumps covers only the rotor 

performance. Since the efficiency of shear force pumps depends in large measure 

on the diffuser efficiency, efficient diffuser geometries have to be developed 

befere the shear force pump can be applied for the proposed application. 

Iv 
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Introduction 

Recent on .h..r for„ (ref<!rence t ,. _ 
V ci-erence i, 2) Indicate that this 

pu»p type h.s , particularly low cavltalron arrcltlvlty and ml.hr K 
icivity and might be particularly 

suitable for low specific speed operation 1 . , 
per-tion, i.e., in operating regimes where con¬ 

ventional pumps have a low efficiency potential It 1« m , 
P cent lai, It ls therefore of interest 

o compare the cavitation perfornu.nce as well as efficiency potential of shear 

P h thaL °f COnVentlonal PumP8- Fluid dynamic similarity consider«- 
ion. otter a re.U.tlc ba.l. tor tRl. ccparlaon. 

Definition of Parameter» 

In °rd" t0 1,‘*Ure 8en"*1 °£ significant p.r.™t.r. 

™.l - .Sflncd WHICH represent tHe fluid dynamic ..pact of tHe different Pu„p 

types adequately. It ha« . j ^ F 
Y It has been demonstrated (reference ► 

V eierence 3) that tie similarity 
parameters (1) apeclflc speed N (2) 8D4icif< ^ 

^ * 8’ ( ) Peclflc dla"*ter D8, (3) suction specific 
»Peed S and (4) Reynolds Number R * describe rh 

e describe the design point characterl.tic of 

conventional pumps completely. They have the same validity for shear f 

although the pumping mechanism In the rotor of shear for ^ 
8hear f°rce pumps Is different 

from that of conventional pump rotors t* < 
that the ff a oevertheleas, tapertant to re.lu, 

°£f'd'“8n — «ñera algnlflc„t,, 

ro„ tH.t of .Hoar force puup. due to tHe difference 1„ th. rotor flow «cH.nl... 

e. the comparison Ha. to distingué Hetween two pH....; (l) d,.l8n 

performance .„d (2, off-de.l.n p.rfor„„c. of tH. dlff.r.nt pump typ... 

Por the design point p.rf„rm.nc. «-p.rl.on. th. .l.U.rit, p.r.a.t.„ H . D S* 

*"d "• U1U “ — — U — in raf.r.nc. 3 and Jy He 
«uosnarlied as follows: 
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The specific speed N is a term which interrelates the rotative speed N with the 
s 

pump design flow Vj^ and design pressure head and is defined by the relation 

n fv; 
U 
*ad 

(1) 

when N is quoted in RPM, V. in ft /sec (volume flow at pump inlet) and H . in ft. 
ad 

The specific diameter interrelates the rotor diameter D (in ft.) with the pump 

design flow and design pressure head, 

(2) 

The Reynold«; Number is used tr express the influence of the inlet condition and 

pump size and, for convenience, is defined by 

(3) 

when u2 denotes the rotor tip speed and ^ the kinematic viscosity of the 

fluid at pump inlet. 

The auction specific speed interrelates the rotative speed and pump design flow 

with the cavitation suppression head (ft.) required to avoid incipient 

cavitation 

n1T 
£* = 

(4) 

2 



It 1b to be noted that the term suction specific speed, as used in this report, 

defines the condition where incipient cavitation occurs, rather than the point 

where the performance starts tv, drop. This distinction is significant, since 

cavitation Inception occurs earlier, i.e., at higher cavitation suppression 

heads than performance dropoff. Thus, in general, suction specific speed 

values quoted for incipient cavitation are lower than those associated with 

performance dropoff. It can usually be assumed that no cavitation damage occurs 

as long as the suction specific speed is higher than the suction specific speed 

for Incipient cavitation. More specifically, the suction specific speed as 

used in this report indicates the operation condition where the lowest blade 

surface pressure is equal to the vapor pressure. Actually this suction specific 

speed is the only cavitation parameter which can be rigorously defined on the 

basis of fluid dynamic considerations. Whether or not cavitation actually does 

occur at this operating condition depends on other criteria, particularly 

thermodynamic parameters which cannot be derived from fluid dynamic similarity 

considerations. Thus, additional thermodynamic parameters have to be used in 

order to Indicate the chances of cavitation actually occurring. Since the com¬ 

parison presented here is only concerned with fluid dynamic aspects, no consnents 

will be offered on the comparison of the thermodynamic cavitation crlterla 

(sometimes referred to as dissimilarity parameters) of conventional pumps and 

shear force pumps. 

The significance of the quoted similarity parameters may be demonstrated by dis¬ 

cussing Figure 1 which shows lines of constant (total to static) efficiencies 

for axial pumps as function of specific speed and specific diameter. It may be 

3 



recalled, as detaonaCrated In detail In reference 3, that geometrically similar 

pumps having the same specific speed and specific diameter exhibit the same 

velocity triangles, l.e., have similar flow vectors, and thus have the same 

efficiency as long ae the loss coefficients, (l.e., the Reynolds Number) are 

the same. Thus, an Interrelation between efficiency, specific speed, specific 

diameter, loss coefficient and pump geometry can be derived. By partial 

differentiation of this relation, the optimum geometry for given N and D 
s s 

values can be found (for fixed values of the Ktynolds Number) so that eventually 

an Interrelation for the maximum efficiency as function of N and D results. 
SB 

This Information la plotted In Figure 1, meaning that every point on this diagram 

Is a design point. In the course of this optimization, the optimum geometry for 

given Ns and Da values also has been determined, which now can be represented as 

function of N^ and In terms of lines of constant hub ratio (shown also In 

Figure 1), lines of constant rotor inlet angle, constant rotor exit angle, con¬ 

stant diffuser Inlet angle, constant diffuser exit angle, constant blade heights 

to diameter ratios, constant pitch chord ratios, constant chord length to rotor 

diameter ratios, etc. Such a diagram then represents the maximum obtainable 

pump efficiency and the associated optimum geometry for a fixed values of the 

Reynolds Number. It is to be noted that the Interrelation between cascade 

geometry and loss coefficient is necessarily a function of the state-of-the-art. 

Since this Interrelation has to be used In order to arrive at Figure l, the 

efficiency values quoted there are also an expression of the state-of-the-art. 

The required cavitation suppression head H# for avoiding Incipient cavitation can 

be calculated by using potential flow arguments. On this basis, the pressure 

/ U 



dUtrlbutlon or velocity dUtributlon «Ion« th« bUd« «urf.c« can b« c«lcul.t«d 

•> function of cascade stagger angle, flov defl.ctlon (lift coefficient), pitch 

cho/d ratio and blade thickness. A typical surface velocity distribution Is 

shown In Figure 2 by plotting the ratio of surface velocity V to average 

velocity (.«* Figure 5 for definition) as function of the chord length x?C. 

This diagram Indicate, that the surface velocity at the suction side of the 

profile first increases with Increasing chord lengths and then decreases, 

resching a maximum value at about 30¾ of the chord length. This mean, that the 

blade surface pressure st the suction aide reaches lower values than the 

static pressure at cascade inlet. In order to avoid cavitation inception, the 

vapor pressure of the fluid must not rise above the lowest blade surface 

pressure. Hence, the difference between the lowest suction side blade surface 

pressure and static inlet pressure is a significant criterion for calculating 

the cavitation suppression head and, consequently, the suction specific speed. 

Evaluating these relation, numerically, the suction specific speed can be calcu¬ 

lated and presented by lines of constant S* values, as shown In Figure 1 by 

dashed lines. These data indicate that S* Increases with Increasing specific 

speeds, and that the regime of maximum suction specific speeds occurs at 

specific diameter values which are smaller than Dg value, for maxinxim efficiencies. 

It is apparent that the presentation of the design point performance In the form 

of an NaDi| diagram, a. shown In Figure 1, allow, to recognize the main pump 

criteria, such as efficiency and suction specific speed, as function of the 

similarity parameter. Ng and D, reflecting speed and rotor size. In a convenient 
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and technically rigorous for™. The fact that such a diagram can be valid only 

lor a limited range of Reynolds Numbers is usually not too severe a handicap, 

since pump Reynolds Numbers in most cases are comparatively high and therefore 

in a regime where pump performance is only very little affected by Reynolds 

Number effects. Thus, the N^ presentation will be used as a basic tool for 

the performance comparison. 

Efficiency Relations 

In previous studies (references 3, 4 and 5) a series of N D diagrams have been 
8 8 * 

generated, which show the raaxinwm obtainable pump efficiency for single stage 

piston pumps, pitot pumps, centrifugal pumps, axial pumps and drag pumps. The 

most pertinent data of these studies are presented in Figure 3, which might be 

described as follows: Axial pumps are most efficient at high specific speeds, 

particularly in regimes between Ns - 300 to 800. In the specific speed regime 

between 60 and 120, centrifugal pumps are most efficient, reaching values of 

407. and better at specific speeds above 100. The optimum specific diameters for 

centrifugal pumps are higher than the corresponding values for axial pumps, 

indicating higher tip speeds and, consequently, higher pump heads. In the specific 

speed regime between 160 and 300, mixed flow pumps give best performance, 

reaching efficiency levels as high as centrifugal pumps and axial pumps. 

A variety of pumps has to be considered in the low specific speed regime. Con¬ 

sidering dynamic devices first, partial amission pumps and pitot pumps offer a 

fair efficiency potential; the partial emission pump covering the specific speed 

/ 
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regime from 10 to 25, and the pitot pump covering even lower specific speeds. 

In general, the efficiency potential of dynamic device^ as described sofar, 

tends to be restricted to comparatively low values in the low specific speed 

regime. Actually it Is possible to plot a limit line for dynamic devices in the 
» 

N8D8 diagram if it is considered that the maximum head coefficient obtainable 

in dynamic devices is unlikely to exceed a value of ^ ad ^ Rerae^ering 

now that the head coefficient is interrelated with specific speed and specific 

diameter (equation (15)), a 45° line can be plotted in the N D diagram, indi- 
s s 

eating the limit line for the performance of dynamic devices. This is shown by 

the heavy solid line in Figure 3. 

Partial emission pumps are modified centrifugal pumps with a rotor design 

similar to that for centrifugal pumps, but a diffuser and collector scroll area 

modified in such a manner that the flow discharge from the impeller is allowed 

to leave the impeller only over a comparatively small section ot the periphery. 

The flow is collected in a small segment and then guided through a single conical 

diffuser, as schematically shown in Figure 4. With this arrangement, the diffuser 

efficiencies are Improved if compared with conventional full admission devices. 

Thus, this pump type gives higher efficiencies than conventional centrifugal 

pumps in the low specific speed regime. 

It is of Interest to remember at this point that high specific speed devices have 

skin friction losses as the major loss source, whereas low specific speed devices 

have wheel disc friction as a major source for the inefficiency. Hence, in 

order to obtain efficient low specific speed devices, wheel disc friction losses 

7 



havf. to be minimized. Thi* is accomplished in pitot pumps, schematically shown 

in figure 4, by having the rotor operate in a medium (ambient air) which has a 

lower density than the density of the pumped fluid. Since wheel disc friction 

losses are proportional to the density of the surrounding medium a considerable 

Improvement in efficiency can be obtained when, for example, pumping water with 

these devices, since the density ratio between the surrounding air and the pump 

liquid is about 1/300. With this assumption, the performance presented in 

Figure 3 was calculated for pitot pumps. It is then also evident that lower 

efficiencies than quoted in Figure 3 will result for pitot pumps in cases where 

the density ratio is higher than 1/800. 

Displacement devices usually are performing best at low and ultra low specific 

speeds. The results of detailed calculations of the performance of single 

plunger piston pumps (reference 4) are also shown in Figure 3, indicating high 

efficiencies in the ultra low specific speed regime. Since the working principles 

of displacement devices are considerably different from the working principle in 

dynamic machines, one would not expect that the performance characteristic of 

displacement devices can be represented by parameters originally derived from 

dynamic machinery. In analyzing, however, the loss relations for displacement 

devices (reference 3), it was found that the similarity parameters, specific 

speed and specific diameter, have the same validity for displacement machines as 

they have for dynamic devices. 

In specific speed regimes between 1 and 30, vane type pumps and Roots pumps show 

best efficiencies, as indicated by lines of constant efficiency for these devices 

8 



ln n.u« 3. Addlu^l Un., ln ch. H.D. dl.grM In-Ucc. th. optl_ g_try 

r.quir.jl for obt.tnln. th. .(ftcUnel... „„ly, ch. .trok. to ^ 

r.tlo 8/D for pf.ton „chin.., th. rotor l.ngth to dl.«t.r r.tlo L/D for Root, 

•nd v.„. pump., th. hub ratio \ for «1.1 pump., th. rotor dl««« r.tlo £ 

for centrifugal puop. .„d th. r.tlo D/A for pltot pu„p.. A denoting th. bor. 

diameter of th. pltot he.d. Th. efftcUncy v.lu.., .hovn 1„ glgur. 3, 

calcul.ttd by assuming c.rt.ln cU.r.nc. v.lu.» . „.twe.n rotor .„d .t.tor, .. 

indicated b.r the quoted clearance ratioa s/D. 

Th. performance potential of drag pump. 1. .,.0 Indicated In Figure 3. r.ve.llng 

* somewhat limited efficiency pot.ntl.l, n.M,y. . of .bout 3^ 

at apeclflc ap..d. between 3 .„d 10. The drag pump, c.n be cle.elfl.d a. . 

hybrid between dl.pl.c.ment device, .„d dynemlc device., or they could be Inter¬ 

preted .. a tmjlt1-st.ge dynamic device. It 1. therefore not too .urprl.lng that 

the a«!— performance potentiel 1. obtained In th. performance regime between 

dl.placeront machine, end dynamic device.. It 1. .1.0 lnt.re.tlng to not. that 

dl.pl.cem.nt device, h... a .mailer .peclflc dl.rot.r, 1..., require a .roller 

rotor .1,. than dynamic device., a. It become, evident by comparing the specific 

diameter, of pltot pump, with that of vane type pump.. 

The Information .uppll.d In ,lg„re 3 „y .uMlc, to tndtc.t. th. ^ 

performance pot.ntl.l of pump. a. function of .pacific .peed. 



Suction Specific Speed Relations 

In order to calculate the suction specific speed of dynamic devices, the surface 

velocity distribution along the blade contour, schematically shown in Figure 2, 

has to be evaluated numerically. Actually, it is conventional practice to define 

the cavitation suppression head as the difference between total inlet pressure 

and vapor pressure. Thus, the cavitation suppression head becomes 

H 
(5) V 

Using now velocity heads instead of pressure heads, the required cavitation 

suppression head can be quoted in the form 

(6) 

when c^ denotes the axial velocity at rotor inlet and w^ the relative velocity 

in the rotor channel (Figure 5). The factor k5 in equation (6) can then be 

calculated from the surface velocity distribution shown in Figure 2. A general 

interrelation between velocity distribution snd cascade parameters for circular 

arc profiles is presented in reference 6, leading tc an interrelation between the 

surface velocity w and average channel velocity w^ as function of pitch chord 

ratio S/C, the cascade stagger angle , the lift coefficient C, and the profile 

thickness ratio t/C. The average channel velocity w^ can be related to the 

relative inlet velocity w^ yielding for the factor k5 a relation of the form 

(7) 

with 

(8) 

10 



Evaluating equation (8) numerically on the basis of reference 6 for circular arc 

camber lines, It results that k& reaches a maximum at about 307. of the chord 

length (Figure 2), and that for this chord position, k& Increases linearly with 

Increasing ratios of x C/S for small stagger angles, as shown In Figure 6. 

This means that the minimum surface pressure occurs at about 307. chord length, 

so that at this chord position cavitation Inception has to be expected, Since 

the parameter CL x C/S is interconnected with the blade loading, representing flow 

deflection 

(9) 

i.e., cascade geometry, which already has been calculated for efficiency- 

optimized pump designs in Figure 1 and 3, It becomes evident that lines of 

constant k^ values can be plotted In Figure 1, or even better, lines of constant 

suction specific speed. 

Actually, the suction specific speed information can be presented In two 

different forms; (1) by lines of constant S* values, dashed lines In Figure 1, 

and (2) by showing only the operating regime where maximum suction specific speeds 

occur, dotted line in Figure 1. In order to recognize important trends, the first 

method may be explored by applying equations (5) to (9) to the design criteria 

of axial pumps. Restricting these considerations to a blade thlcknesi ratio of 

t/C - .01, it follows from Figure 6 that the velocity ration w/v_ can be oo 
represented by the relation 

k kl CP (10) 

11 



th. wlt.ti.n k}. .fs.r introíhiclní .,u.tlo„ <l0, 1<lto .^tlo„ <7) 

by th* raUtion 

• ^ vc 
kg = sy f(|oí+ '00 

ai) 
Th. t.™ on th. n,ht h.nd .M. O, .qu.tl«m (U, c.n no. h. ^ th. 

‘lmtUTlt’ cr«.- h, th. ¿ollowlng coa.l4.ratlon.: 
The heed, generated by the pump u 

, 
«i q 

^ (12) 
^ den0”* th* hj,,)r*“1U *ffU1‘-T -nd u2 th. p.ttpK.n.t wheel (lp 8p„d 

Thus 

Aw.- ^ 

U¿ ^ 

with (13) 

1ad 

denot Ing . punp h..d co.ffUt.nt which 1. Int.tr.Ut.d with th. .uu.tlty p.t.- 
(14) 

meters by 

960 

everege flow velocity w ^ cen be expressed by the relation 

(15) 
w œ can D* expressed by the 

when R - r/rQ denotes the radius ratio; ^ denotes a flow factor 
(16) 



(18) 

which l* Interrelated with end by 

¿H0 

S" i* 

\ . dh/D denoting the rotor hub retío. The velocity triangles, shown In 

Figure 5, Indicate that (* and can be expressed by cn, u and w^ l.e., 

by H and Dg (after considering equation (16) and (17)). Introducing these 

relations Into equation (11) and subsequently Into equations (6) and (4), a 

relation for the cuctlon specific speed as function of specific speed, specific 

diameter hub ratio and hydraulic efficiency of the form 

Kj’ ^ io»>0^5 \ •8Ç Vl9) 

results for axial pumps. 

Using now efficiency values and hub ratios resulting fro* the previously calcu¬ 

lated N8Ds diagram for e>.lal pumps, Figure 1 (l.e., pump geometries optimised for 

maximum efficiency) equation (19) can be evaluated numerically, yielding llr.es of 

constant suction specific speed, as indicated by the dashed line, in Figure 1. 

It 1. interesting to note that the available experimental evidence supports the 

calculated S* in the uedlum specific speed regime, as evidenced by tne test 

points shown In Figure 1. obtained from reference. 7 and 8 by converting the 

operating conditions for incipient cavitation into Ns and Dg values. 

It is Important to note that the lowest suction specific speed, l.e., maximum 

required cavitation suppression head, occur, at the rotor tip, due to the 

comparatively large value of the relative velocity Wj at this point. A 

13 



typlc.l example for the required cavitation euppreaalon head for the smaller 

radl, 1, shown In Pl8ure 7, which quote, the auction specific speed for different 

radii of . given de.lgn (straight axial Inlet flow without pr.swlrl .,.„Md) 

indicating considerably higher suction specific speed In the hub regime. 

It should also be noted that the suction specific speed values shown In figure 1 

".gleet the Influence of the gap between bl.de tip and stator. Actually, l„ 

unshrouded designs, tip clearance cavitation usually set. In before blade surface 

cavitation occurs. The tip clearance How 1. generated by the pressure difference 

between suction and pressure side of the blade, causing . low pressure regime In 

the gap. Also the eddy shed from the tip clearance flow ha. frequently been 

Observed to have low pressure regime. Inside of the vortex street, which again 

can cause cavitation. Recent Investigation, (reference 7) have shown that gap 

cavitation can be minimized by proper selection of the gap geometry. 

By PrOVldlnB * *hrOUd *rOJ"d th‘ cavitation can be eliminated. Renee, 

blade surface cavitation can be expected to occur flr.t, so that for thl. de.lgñ 

concept the calculated suction specific speed value, are rigor»,.. The pump 

efficiencies shown In figure. 1 .„d 3 are, however, calculated far d.algn. without 

tip shroud. Significantly lower pump efficiencies can result when a tip shroud 1. 

assumed, since high shroud windage losses can occur. The magnitude of these 

losses depend, on the „1.1 length the shroud. Actually, .„other optimization 

parameter, axial rotor length to rotor diameter, would have to be determined for 
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shrouded rotors. In order to olnlnire the efficiency penalty, the shortest 

feasible «1.1 rotor length would be desired, l.e., design, with the maxi™, 

feasible number of rotor blades. 

For an analysis of the suction specific sp.-ed potential of pumps, It is sufficient 

to investigate only the operating regime vhere S^x values are to be expected. 

This regime can be recognized when equation (6) is Introduced into equation (4) 

yieIding 

390 

fc - 0/d denoting the rotor diameter ratio. Equation (20) reveal, that an 

optimum value for if£. exist,, which can be found through differentiation of 

equation (20) in terms of Cy £. ^ yielding 

Introducing now equation (21) Into equation (20) give, 

e _ 

indicating that the maximum obtainable suction specific speed value Is a 

function of k5, as graphically shown In Figure 8. If now k5 can be Interrelated 

with Ns and D8, the maximum suction specific spetd can be presented as function 

of the similarity parameters. The following considerations provide this inter¬ 

relation. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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Equation (21) shows that certain £ values have to be maintained to operate 

* 
ftt sn-x* Since the flow factor c£ Is Interrelated with Ng and Dg, namely 

¿ ¿<*0 -d 

equation (21) also Indicates that certain N^D3 values have to be maintained 

★ * 
to obtain An additional relation for determining S ' Is obtained by 

considering that the produced pump head, expressed by the head coefficient, 

follows the relation (no preswlrl assumed) 

(23) 

%<r \ O-r0^) 
and that 

f^d " 
with 

^ - - 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Subscript 1 in equation (26) refers to the Inducer tip In centrifugal pumps. 

With this notation equation (20) to (26) are valid for axial ( £. « 1) and 

centrifugal ( t > 1) pumps as long as the rotor blade exit angle In csntrl- 

fugal pumps Is equal to the Inducer exit angle. Introducing equation (25) and 

(26) Into equation (24) and considering additionally that the Inducer tip Inlet 

angle Is 

4 (\ 
the head coefficient can also be expressed by the relation 

(27) 

1- 

T ) (28) 
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Sine. th. h..d co.Iflcl.nt 1. .Uo Int.rr.Ut.d with .p.clflc .„..d .„d 

.p.clf1c dl.net.r (.qu.tl.n (15),. t«o .qu.tl.n. (.,u.tl.n (23) .nd 

equation (15) .ft.r Introducid, .qu.tlon (28)) „. ...lUbl. for d.t.™intng 

N. *nd D«’ yielding unique reUïlon. for nunerlc.lly detr,mining N .nd D 

1 “ 1 namely 

i, 

s Í?" ^ 17?" ^ fTT1 

and 

N = ¿o'%% = _60',sc(^ 1 ¾ 0-V) 

once X- 1. detemlned. In order to find the .pproprl.m x v.lue, equ.tlon 

(10) la written in the form 

(29) 

(30) 

' (o U.\ 

• nd k6 repUced by the eviction p.r.«t.r k,.. u.lng equ.tlon (7) 

duclng equation (24) Into equMlon (31) .„d ob.ervlng that 

mo Poo _ _ 

moY, + 0" 
and 

(31) 

Intro- 

(32) 

oo fJ7[ V,, - - Anu_, 
)l 

an Interrelatlor. betueen <• . kj and remit., which re.d. 

•04.0* 1 [rH'--?)1] 1 ^ I.Zlk X ] R^i 1 -f 
i ¿ 

(33) 

(34) 
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and can be solved graphically to yield C as function of k,. (i.e., as function 

of S* according to equation (22)) and £ £ . Introducing these interrelations 

into equations (29) and (30), the maxiirum suction specific speed values can 

be found as function of specific speed and specific diaraeter. Actually 

equation (34) need only be evaluated for values determined by equation (21) 

* 
as long as values are only of interest. 

Equ. (34) can be simp1ified to 

s "iS 
and after further simplifications to 

~ ** .OiS¿ K* 

after introducing equation (21). 

Figure 9 shows the interrelation between and k5 for (^fc)opt indicating 

that the minimum obtainable k,. value is .042, i.e., the maximum obtainable 

suction specific speed (for t/C - .01) ia about 1150 (according to Figure 8), 

but that at this condition 0, i.e., no heao is generated in axial pumps 

(i.e., N8 - on ). with increasing ^values, the suction specific speed 

decreases and the specific speed decreases. This trend is exhibited by axial 

pumps ( 6 - 1) as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 1, calculated from 

the above relations. 

^ = *■ 
MS K« 

W K, 
-( ¿Ut +■ 

.IMjKs 

(35) 

(36) 
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In centrifugal pumps the head depends on X- and £ (equation (28)), so that 

even with small values, large heads can be produced. Thus, high suction 

specific speeds can be obtained at low specific speed, providing the deflection 

in the initial (axial) portion of the rotor blade (inducer) car be kept low. 

Actually an analyai,, of the surface velocity distribution in centrifugal and 

mixed flow rotor blades is difficult, due to the three dimensional flow path. 

The advances in potential flow theory (and boundary layer theory for predicting 

separation) have not progressed far enough to interrelate k$ and in a 

generally valid form, although this gap may be bridged in the near future 

(reference 10). Thus, calculations of the suction specific speed capability ^ 

will necessarily be speculative for some rotor forms. 

A frequently found inducer design in centrifugal pumps requires a flow deflection 

of about 60° to 70° in axial direction. With this high blade loading, flow 

separation is bound to occur, meaning that potential flow considerations have 

no validity. The published experimental information implies that k5 values 

of .2 to .3 (actually an extrapolation of potential flow considerations would 

indicate larger k5 values) occur in these designs, indicating suction specific 

speeds of S - 300 to A00. By using "backward curved" radial blades in 

centrifugal compressors, a considerably smaller deflection in the axial 

inducer becomes feasible, although the transition rone between inducer and 

radia! portion of the blade will be more difficult to manufacture. 
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—W „o. th.t th. ,«.« surface pressure occur, to th. MUl portlon of 

the Inducer sod that this can be echl.v.d by selecting . rotor bled, exit 

•nal.Pj ecuel to th. Inducer exit eng le. the Int.rr. letton between *• , k 

P2 .nd£ follow, equation <25) aru, (34), yielding .uctloo .p.clftc <peed 5’ 

... ln FliU« 10 *ft« “»—I-, tb. interrelation between £ „ 

-d D. derived from .«Icl.ncy consld.r.tIon, (figure 3,. m. dl.gr.n ' 

indicate, that high suction specific speeds can be obtained with centrifuge! 

pump. When the rotor van. can be forced In such . ™„„.r chat high surface 

velocltles can be avoided. Such vane shape will cause a comp.r.tlv.ly long 

How path sod correspondingly 1» efficiencies. By .lln„i„8 . Urg,r defUctto 

m the inducer, the suction specific speed 1. reduced, the flow path shortened 

and the efficiency Increased. 

U 1. interesting to not. that, with proper vene contouring, suction specific 

«Peede of 1000 can be obtained when the flow deflection In the axial plane la 

Kept -1. (corresponding to PC. .015, .nd when the van. contour In the 

radial section of the rotor, and particularly In the transition section from 

axial direction to radial direction. Is made In .„ch a that low pressure 

regime, are avoided. It 1. also apparent from Figure 10 that comparatively 

high efficience, can be combined with high suction specific speed. In the 

medium specific speed regime. Actually the mixed flow pump would .pp..r to 

offer particularly good chance, to combine high efficiencies with . high suctlo, 

specific speed potential. By ..tending th. application range of mixed flow 

pump, beyond N, . 3OO (this li.lt vs. calculated for geometries optimised for 
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efficiency) or by con,ld„tng „„ ku<, (. g 

the lip sección .1 pu.p lnl.t .. l.dlo.t., ln r.f.r.nc. u) fm „1.1 ^ u 

•ppears reasonable to as sine that suction specific speed, of S* - 1000 can be 

obtained for the whole speciflc speed regime of centrifugal, mixed flow and 

axial pumps. Figure 10® shows the estimated line« „f 
e estimated lines of constant suction specific 

-P«ds for conventional p,„p., indicttn« th.t _lral„ .uetlon speclflc 

•PCd reg.« coincide, with the efilclency regloie {or ^ 

specific speeds. 

U '■ —tiene to note that Ce calc,.ted S* due. are „..ed on . Cord Clcgne.. 

t.tlo Of t/C - .0,. .„d that larger value, for egu.l T value, re.ult for t/C > 01 

I-., lover suction speclf.c .peed, for higher chord thlchne.. ratio., hUe.l.e 

U ha. to he remeutbered th.t the application „1 pre.vlr! 1. Uk.ly to lncrea.e 

suction specific ,p,.d (.e, reference 3, and that the appllc.tlon of Jet pu„p, (tn 

front of centrlfug.1 pu„p„ Incrces the .„ctlou specific speed of the pu„p 

assembly (reference 12). Both «asures vlll tend to decrease the efficiency of 

the pump „„it. Indicting that a certain trade-off hetve.n suction sp.clflc 5p.ed 

•nd efficiency Is possible. A «re defiled discussion of these aspects Is. 

however, beyond the scope of this study. 

G) The maxinxim suction specific rinonri _d , 
frora th 4 P Peed re8lme 8hOVn ln 10 differ, for N < 250 
from .action specific speed regt« ,h„v„ ln ptgu„ l0 o£ „f,„nee 3 ‘ 

ue to the different assumption, regarding k value., m reference 3 , 

comper.tlvely high k5 velu.. vhlch Correspond, to design, „huh 

sile"rCr*r‘t!V'IV UrRe den'CUOn l" th* -^-1 PU"* *» - .fiord . 
simpler to menuf.ctur. r.dl.l Inlet .action for th. rotor". 
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Detailed Investigations of the suction specific potential of drag pumps Is 

difficult due to the complex flow pattern In this pump type. In general. It Is 

found that a cavitation suppression head Is required to avoid 

cavitation. With this assumption, lines of constant suction specific speeds 

can be plotted as function of Ns and Ds, as indicated in Figure 10, revealing S* 

between 40 and 80 in the maximum efficiency regime of drag pumps. This makes 

it apparent that drag pumps have a comparatively low suction specific speed 

potential. 

No test data on the suction specific speed of pitot pumps have been found in the 

literature. It may be attempted to calculate the probable potential by the 

following considerations. Two locations In the flow path of a typical pitot 

pump are like;, to experience cavitation inception (1) the Inlet section of the 

rotor and (2) the strut holding the pitot head. The cavitation suppression head 

for avoiding cavitation In the Inlet section Is cl /2ß and for avoiding cavlta- 

2 
tion at the strut Is k5 /2g, whereby k5 may be estimated to be about .0M 

according to Figure 9 (assuming a chord thickness ratio of .01 and 0). Thue 

two auction specific speeds can be defined 

8 t c (37) 

and 

(38) 
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after observing that 

V, ' /furTdJ/s 
(39) 

and neglecting the displaces effect of the exit pipe. It Is evident that 

Si lnCrea8e8 W3lth lnCrea0ln* Values NsD83 values, whereas S* decreases with 

Increasing values. Thus the maximum suction specific speed is found by 

equating equation (37) and (38) yielding S « 3130 and 
max 

N.pj 
•‘H (AO) 

l.e., » r.Utlon for th. optimum dl.mater r.tlo (for obt.lnlng S^) „hleh ts 

graphically pre.eotad l„ Figure 10 by Hue. of conat.nt C v.lu.r It thu. 

results from th... calculation,, that the pitot pump i, llltely to achieve higher 

suction specific speeds than other conventional pumps. 

Fluid dynamic con.lder.tIon. on dlaplacement pump, would lead to the cor.clu.lon 

that comparatively high auction ap.clflc .peed, can be expected due to th. com¬ 

paratively lorn flow velocities In the flow path. The high pre.aur. loading on 

the vane, or on th. piston, however, In many de.lgn, can... clearance cavitation, 

thu. limiting the obtainable auction .pacific »paed. A more detailed dl.cu..lon 

of the cavitation behavior of displacement pump, would exceed th. .cop. of thl. 

«tudy, .0 that no generalized S* value, are pre.ented for thl. pump type. 
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_Pg»ign Point Performance of Shear Force Pi umpa 

Efficiency Relatlona 

An analysis of the rotor efficiency and cavitation criterion of shear force pumps 

is presented In references 1, 2 and 13. Figure 11 shows a comparison of tested 

rotor head coefficients and efficiencies with calculated data for rotor configura 

tion "A", indicating good agreement. 

The key element of the analysis Is e detailed Investigation of the flow mechanism 

between the disc, leading to the derivation of an expression for the optimum 

spacing between the disc of the form 

(41) 

CO denoting the angular velocity. Accounting for the frictional losses within 

the rotor passage. ' te rotor head coefficient can be calculated as function of 

the flow factor o (equation (46)) and rotor diameter ratio £ . This inter- 

relation has been presented in reference 1 and may be denoted as Q - G 

when is defined as the ratio of the theoretically transmitted head to the 

reference velocity «d when denotes the ratio of the frictional 

head loss in the rotor and the reference velocity 0 . This interrelation 

is shown in Figure 12 for different diameter ratios, indicating that the head 

coefficient is highest at shutoff and decreases gradually with increasing flow 

factors. It is also evident from this diagram that the flow factor has compara¬ 

tively small values. Realizing now that the difference between wheel speed and 

peripheral flow velocity at rotor exit is comparatively small (low slip), 

Figure 13, l^t becomes evident that the flow angle at disc exit is exceedingly 

small, name 1 y\, between 1/4° and 5°, as shown in Figure 14. Thus the absolute 
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velocity c2 et rotor exit 1. e^t to the „Keel .p.,d. „.nlne th.t .bout 

h.U of the energy tr.n.cltt.d to the fluid exlet. In the fon. of klnetlc 

«nergy et rotor exit. rtu. the degree of re.ctlon 1. 5OT (or Lrger). Hence c 

H-. to be decelerated efficiently In order to obtain blgh punp .fflclenclts. 

Several rotor-dlffu.er combination, are feaelble. In order to recognlre elg„lflc.„t 

frenda, a rotor-dlffu.er arrangement obere the dlffu.er aectlon consist, of a 

vanelos, (or vane type) diffuser, followed by a collector scroll, figure 11». may 

be analysed. Treating the v.neless parallel walled diffuser on a socwh.t 

simplified basis, the head loss can be expressed by the relation 

4 L .ilb 

io« ' î3 jjf 

The flow Path length ,. (logarithmic spiral) may be approximated by 

L = y-1)^ 

¿ viV> 

Wth^a denoting the dla™ter ratio of the v.neles. diffuser and * the flow 

engle. The hydraulic drm^ter D* In .gu.tlon (43) become 2b for the v.neles. 

diffuser, b denoting the diffuser width. Assuming for the velocity head an 

average value of 

(42) 

(43) 

_d 

c3 denoting the diffuser exit velocity, „nation (43) simplifies to 

(l*-1) Q* ¿‘O 

(44) 

Hl~l. 
1.2S 

u 30 

when the channel Reynold. 1„ „nation (42) Is replaced by the machine 

Reynold. Number ./, when ¿ denote, the rotot length and , the difference 

between free meridional flow area In the rotor and free „rldlona, flow are. 

(45) 
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In the stator, a parameter which usually assumes valt.es of .5 due to the 

necessity of selecting the disc width equal to £ . Additionally, c2 - u2 

and sin <X2 - was assumed, as justified by ‘he low slip and shallow flow 

angle, when 

Jo u L 

denotes the rotor exit flow factor. 

Equation (45) is graphically presented in Figure 15 for several ^values and 

indicates extremely high losses when large diameter ratios are selected. The 

reason for the high loss is the large flow lengths in a parallel walled diffuser 

at small flow factors (logarithmic spiral flow path). It would appear that this 

could be modified by converging the side walls, thus increasing the meridional 

flow component and thereby decreasing the flow lengths, which would imply a 

reduced head less. In doing so, the hydraulic diameter is decreased so that the 

product <ÿo /_p stays constant (equation (45)) and the head loss would tend to 

remain about constant. This is a somewhat pessimistic appraisal, since actually 

the meridional flow acceleration reduces the tendency to flow separation, so 

that a small reduction in losses may be expected with converging side walls. 

It is apparent, however, from Figure 15, that only a comparatively small value 

should be selected. This means that the diffusion rate is small, so that an 

additional diffusing element, e.g., a vane type diffuser, must be provided. 

(46) 
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The absolute lov angle In the diffuser can be Increased by converging the 

meridional flow path as schematically Indicated In Figure 11 "A". With this 

rotor design concept, an additional frictional area (F In Figure 11 "A") Is 

created, which will cause windage losses at the outer shroud surface. The 

magnitude of this loss can be expressed by the relation 

-M*. 

(47) 

with ^denoting the density of the pumped liquid and ^ denoting the density 

of the medium, wetting the outer shroud surface. Equation (47) Is also 

graphically presented In Figure 15 for ^“ 1, Indicating comparatively high 

loss values. This loss, however, could be almost entirely eliminated by pro¬ 

viding an effective seal at point S In Figure 11 "A", thus allowing only ambient 
* 

air to wet the shroud surface. This may, however, in many esses, be prohibitive 

due to the high sliding velocities at the seal surface. 

Another possibility would be to provide a scroll collector directly behind the 

rotor, followed by a single conical diffuser. The likely losses In the collector 

may be calculated by using equation (42) assuming a flow path length of .5 D 

and a hydraulic díamete^equal to half the collector exit diameter (assuming 

circular cross-section) 

(48) 

Thus, the collector losses may be represented by the relation 

TT 
- 
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which U .1.0 graphically shown In rigure Co„p.rl„g th. coll.etor 

with th. shroud loss., .„d v.n.l.s, dlffus.r lo.s.s ((or .™n ^ „.lu«,), lt 

result, that all th«,« 1„..«. the trend_ ^ 

decreasing flow factors. Although operating regte,., œ r.cognUed ln 

figure 15. „here one arrangeant 1. better than the other, the collector losa 

relation appear, to represent average value, .„d „ay therefore be used for 

the subsequent calculations. 

The shove consideration, dealt ™lnly „1th the loss«, directly behind th. rotor 

l.e., „.re „.Inly concerned „1th the flo„ collection probles,. Additionally, 

the subsequent diffuser lo.,., ™.t be con.ldered. They be assessed by’ 

assuming a sl„gl. conical diffuser, u,., „.lues of ^ . .l6 to .3 re.ult 

for this arrangement from reference 15 for diffusion rates betueen 5 and 15. 

in order to complete the fluid friction loss considerations, th. rotor Inlet 

losses have to be calculated, „hlch, by using .q„.tl„„ (,0) 0f reference 1, 

can be expressed by the relation 

¿’S 
'Ll1 

'fee" Uo^d) 
L 

Figure 16 shows the collector-diffuser losses and inlet losses graphically 

for an assumed value of .3, indicating that these losses become a 

mininxim at v*loesof.001 to .0!. 

(50) 
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Considering chat the pump head coefficient Is 

^od K¿ ^ = qth ^Çr uVc( 
(51) 

Its numerical value can be calculated from Figures 12 and 16, yielding values 

shown In Figure 17, Indicating maximum head coefficients at low flow factors. 

In order to calculate the pump efficiency, the windage losses at the rotor end 

discs have to be considered, which can be calculated by the relation (neglecting 

slip) 

01 

^ " ï0 M %11 ^ V 
Thus, the pump efficiency becomes 

(52) 

u 

xc u‘ (53) 

graphically shown In Figure 18, and indicating maximum efficiency values of .55. 

It is important to realize that the losses discussed above depend on the Reynolds 

Number and are quoted In terms of the machine Reynolds Number Re*, and that the 

rotor performance calculations are only valid for laminar flow within the rotor. 

In order to Insure laminar flow In the rotor, the rotor Inlet Reynolds Number 

should be below 2000 when the Inlet Reynolds Number Is defined by 

C r 2. 

Re -r = ^ (54) 

cf denoting the radial velocity component at disc Inlet. 
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By observing equation (41), an interrelation between machine Reynolds Number 

and rotor inlet Reynolds Number can be derived, which reads 

UaJI 
fT1 

Introducing equation (57) into equation (55), the rotor inlet Reynolds Number 

can be expressed as function of This leads to Figure 19, indicating that 

the maximum permissible machine Reynolds Number becomes about 2 x 106 for large 

diameter ratios, and up to 10 for small diameter ratios. Thus the typical 

Reynolds Number regime of conventional pumps can also be covered by shear force 

pumps . 

(55) 

Another point of interest is the Reynolds Number in the diffuser section, which 

is interrelated with the machine Reynolds Number by 

Se*-- e U0<* 
and graphically presented in Figure 19. It becomes evident that the machine 

Reynolds Number is restricted to Re* 7 105 for operation at low specific 

speeds In order to maintain reasonably high diffuser Reynolds Number. 

The design performance characteristic of shear force pumps can now be generalized 

by presenting the efficiency in terms of the similarity parameters. Using the * 

interrelatlonn 

\ V. ï % 
(57) 
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and 

Figure 20 Is computed, Indicating highest efficiencies at specific speeds 

between 30 and 40, and decreasing with lower specific speedsnameiv to about 

201 at specific speeds of 17. The specific diameters are of similar magnitude 

as the specific diameters of conventional pumps. 

It is Interesting to note that the "rotor head coefficient" depends mainly on 

the flow factor (g q and the diameter ratio (Figure 12), whereas diffuser losses, 

inlet losses and windage losses depend on the flow factor, diameter ratio and 
* a 

rotor length ratio y -6/D (equations (49), (50) and (52)). This suggests that an 

optimum value of y 6/d exists for obtaining maximum efficiencies. In order to 

determine this value, N D diagrams for several y 6/D values were calculated. 
o o 

These computations indicated that a y 6/D value of about *.25 gave highest 

efficiencies over the investigated specific speed range. Hence, the y 6/D 

value in Figure 20 is assumed y 6/D - constant ■» .25. 

It would be premature to consider the efficiency data shown in Figure 20 as 

maxinxim obtainable values, since the assumptions regarding diffuser performance 

are necessarily speculative. It appears feasible to assume that lower diffuser 

losses than presented in Figure 16 can be obtained with further development 

efforts. A promising concept is sketched in Figure 21. The fluid discharged 
% 

from the rotor is accelerated in Its meridional flow path and discharged to the 
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.Id. With th. «h..! shroud rotating In .„bl.„t .lr raeh<!r th.n by 

huop., fluid. This design would favor . radial Inward diffuser and colleetlon 

of the pressurised fluid In the center. Thl. concept 1. .l„u.r to the one 

conventionally applied for pitot pumps. The friction of the outer shroud 

becomes negligible, assuming that the density difference In the fluid and 

ambient Is larger than 800, and the »„In development problem would be that of 

designing . diffuser having efficient recovery with Inward flow. It becomes 

apparent that the flow has to be turned by about 90° In order to obtain maximum 

deceleration. Slotted vanes to avoid excessive boundary layer growth (reference 

14) and excessive blade loading would appear to offer the possibility of obtaining 

higher than usual efficiencies. Actually the slotted vane concept Is not limited 

to inward diffusers. It appears feasible to assume that a vane type diffuser, 

following a small vaneless diffuser In an arrangement shown In Figure 11, may 

also yield somewhat higher diffuser eff Iclencles (Vj/u* <.(>) than assumed 

.»far. With a successful develop,».« of efficient diffusers, peak efficiencies 

of about 60Ï at specific speed, of 40 and efficiencies of about ¿07. could be 

realized at specific speeds of & 

Suction Specific Speed Relation« 

owe to the working mechanism In the rotor, no regime of low blade surface pressure, 

exist within the rotor, meaning that the fluid pressure rise. a. soon a. the flow 

enter, the rotor. Thu. the minimum static pressure occurring In the flow path 

Is the static pressure at pump Inlet. Hence, the cavitation suppression head 

can be represented by the equation 

^ = (59) 
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c1 denote«the inlet velocity. Introducing now equation (59) into equation 

(4), it reeult« for the auction specific speed 

‘ IT 8 £3 

in equation (60, t„. .«!.! inl.t veloclty „„„ a> crUorton 

In order to avoid low pressure regís*, at rotor entrance, the redial ,loflov 

velocity cr should not be larger than c^ A suction specific speed, based on 

cr follows the relation 

_ (Tv ¿0 nr^ 
,— i,¿’ 

Thus 

In <jo £ 

7 
l.S 

Since the optlsst* y £/„ v.Iue £ound from e£flclency c.lcuUtIons u _25 u 

IClow. Inequation (62) that S> s,* for Plgure 22. thus rendering the 

presented Sfl value the limiting specific speed value. 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

Comparison of 0..,^ Point Perforce of shear Porte ConvenE, p„„„ 

It order to recognise the major tr-nda in pump performance. Plgure 22 1. presented, 

which shows the maximum obtainable efficiency of conventional pump, and shear 

force pumps, together with the obtainable suction specific speeds for design 

geometries optimised for maximum efficiency. It 1. evident from thl. diagram 

that the shear force pump is . to ™dlum specific speed device, and that In 
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all specific speed ranges the maxl.Dum calculated shear force pump efficiency is 

lower than that of conventional pumps. Comparing the obtainable suction specific 

values (see also Figure 23), it becomes evident that the shear force pump 

exceeds the suction specific speeds obtainable with conventional pumps in the 

low to medium specific speed regime by factors exceeding 10, even when conven¬ 

tional pumps are credited with sophisticated design concepts. 

Off-Design Performance 

Typical performance characteristics of conventional pumps are shown in Figure 24 

in a dimensionless form by plotting the head coefficient as function of the flow 
* 

factor, together with the pump efficiency. This represents at the same time 

the characteristics of a pump operating at constant speed. It is evident that, 

at part load operation (low flow factors), a somewhat higher pressure than 

design pressure is usually obtained, but that at a certain minimum flow rate, 

instable operation (surge) is likely to occur. Figure 24 shows also that the 

efficiency decreases with part load operation. At volume flows higher than 

the design volume flow, the pressure usually decreases, together with the 

efficiency. A typical cavitation behavior is shown in Flgute 25 by plotting 

the suction specific speed as function of the flow factor. This behavior 

« follows from the cascade theory, and may be discussed as follows: A typical 

surface velocity distribution for design point operation was shown in Figure 2 

indicating a decreased surface pressure at the suction side. If now the flow 

rate is changed at constant pump speed, the cascade operates under an oblique 

angle of attack, which causea the pressure distribution along the blade surface 
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to change. For part load performance, the point of minimum surface pressure 

still stays at the su.cion side but moves toward the leading edge. This 

causes a larger difference between static inle pressure and suction side 

surface pressure. By operating the pump at overload conditions, the point of 

mlninum pressure will occur at the pressure side due to the oblique angle of 

attack. This pressure for V/Vo > 1.1 will tend to be lower than the minimum 

suction side pressure at design point operation. Hence, In general, the 

required cavitation suppression head at off-design operation will tend to be 

higher than the cavitation suppression head rt design point operation. This 

tr-nd Is graphically demonstrated In Figure 25. It may be added that, due to 

secondary flow phenomena In the inlet section at part load operation, a tip eddy 

frequently originates In the upper portion of the channel, which changes the 

pressure distribution at the tip section of the blade in such a manner that 

the critical pressure regime moves to a lower radius. Since, as Indicated In 

Figure 7, lower cavitation suppression heads are needed at smaller radii, It Is 

sometimes found that no increasing cavitation suppression head Is required when 

operating at part load. Coiversely, an eddy tends to establish Itself at the 

hub section when operating at overload condition, thus exaggerating the cavita¬ 

tion suppression head requirement and thereby making the pump even more sensi¬ 

tive to cavitation when operating at overload. 

The direction of the rotor Inlet flow vector does not affect the pressure distri¬ 

bution In the rotor of a shear force pump. Only the magnitude of the meridional 
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velocity 1« reaponeIbie for the required cavitation suppression head. Thus, 

the required cavitation suppression head of shear force pusips decreases with 

decreasing volinse flows and Increases with Increasing flow rates, as shown In 

Figure 26. The efficiency and pressure head generation of shear force pumps 

Is also shown In Figure 26 as function of the flow factor, Indicating that the 

pressure tends to rise steadily up to shutoff for designs which have a vaneless 

diffuser. By providing a vane type diffuser. Incidence losses at the guide 

vane leading edge can cause a decrease In pump head at low flow factors and 

thus an Instability regime at part load operation. 

Comparing Figure 25 with Figure 26, It becomes apparent that shear force pumps 

have a more favorable cavitation behavior at part load operation, meaning that 

lower cavltfc^lon suppression heads are required If the shear force pump Is 

operated at part load. In contrast to the cavitation characteristic of conven¬ 

tional pumps. 

Application of Shear Force Pumps 

Figure 23 shows that the outstanding feature of shear force pumps is the high 

suction specific speed. This means that only very small cavitation suppression 

heads are required, so that fluid temperatures can be tolerated which are close 

to the boiling temperature. Hence profitable application for this pump type 

are condensate pumps In Ranklne cycles. In these systems the fluid leaves the 

condenser section in a saturated state and than passes through the sub-cooler 

section where the temperature is decreased below the saturation temperature. The 
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amount of sub-cooling depends on the required cavitation suppression head of the 

pump. For high suction specific speed pumps, only a comparatively small sub- 

cooling section is needed so that the system weight and installation envelope 

are reduced significantly. In contrast, the pump efficiency is usually of 

little consequence, since the power demand of condensate pumps is only a minor 

fraction of the net output. Thus it is expected that the exploitation of the 

unique features of shear force pumps will contribute significantly to the design 

of more compact space power systems with improved specific weight factors. 

Typical pump requirements for solar space powerplants are listed in Table I® for 

three different fluids. Assuming that the pumps are to run with the same speed 

as the power turbine, specific speeds between 25 and 62 result, i.e., values which 

are in the best efficiency regime of shear force pumps. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Shear force pumps will, in general, show considerably higher suction specific 

speeds than conventional pumps, even if sophisticated blade design concepts are 

utilized for cavitation suppression in conventional pumps. At part load perform¬ 

ance, shear force pumps need a smaller cavitation suppression head than at design 

®Communication from Mr. F. R. Ostlek, Flight Accessory Laboratory, 

Aeronautical Systems Division, WPAFB. 
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point, In construit to the part load behavior of conventional pumps where larger 

avitation suppression heads are required at part load. The efficiency of well 

developed shear force pumps will tend to be lower at design point as well 

•a part load operation than conventional pumps. Peak efficiencies of about 55¾ 

are calculated, occurring in specific speed regimes of 30 and 40. It is likely 

that higher efficiencies, up to 651, can be obtained with refined diffuser 

designs . 

The tested rotor performance is in good agreement with the calculated data, 

indicating that the rotor flow theory is sufficiently well developed. Lacking, 

However, are data on the diffuser performance. Since shear force pumps are 507. 

reaction machines, efficient diffuser designs have to be established before 

applications of shear force pumps can be contemplated. 

Unique requirements are imposed on the diffuser design due to the shallow rotor 

flow discharge angle. An experimental development program is considered to be 

the most effective approach for meeting these requirements efficiently. 

The outstanding suction specific speed characteristic of shear force pumpe can 

be utilized advantageously in the design of lightweight compact space powerplants 

of the Rankine cycle type, since the low cavitation sensitivity will contribute 

significantly to a reduction in weight and size of the sub-cooler section, it is 

therefore recommended that development work be initiated for experimental designs 

of efficient shear force pump diffusers. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

b 

C 

c 

D 

D 

ad 

lost 

k5’ k6 

l 

ra 

N 

N 
6 

P 

P 

^ad 

R 

R 

Diffuser width 

Chord length 

Lift coefficient 

Absolute velocity 

Rotor diameter 

Hydraulic diameter 

Specific diameter 

Inducer tip diameter of conventional 
Inlet diameter of shear force rotors 

Hub diameter 

Gravitational constant 

Adiabatic head 

Head loss 

Cavitation parameter 

Flow path length 

Rotor length 

Slip coefficient 

Rotational speed 

Specific speed 

Pohlhausen parameter 

Pressure 

Head coefficient 

Radius ratio 

Channel Reynolds Number 

pumps 
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<1 

e 

r 

* 
S 

* 
s 

8 

u 

V 

U 

X 

* 
X 

y 

«*. 

ß 

S 

n 

r 
v^ 

J 

Maximum chord thlcknesa 

Machine Reynolds Number 

Radius 

Suction specific speed 

Stroke 

Clearance 

Peripheral speed 

Volume flow 

Relative velocity 

Deflection parameter 

Fraction of chord length 

— - iiow area in 
free meridional flow area in diffuser 

Absolute flow angle 

Relative flow angle, rotor angle 

Density 

Difference, bore diameter of pitot head 

Distance between discs in shear force rotor 

Rotor diameter ratio 

Efficiency 

Hydraulic efficiency 

Hub ratio jt 

Diffuser diameter ratio 

Kinematic viscosity 

Flow factor 

Angular velocity 
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Subscripts 

Rotor Inlet 

Rotor exit, diffuser Inlet 

Diffuser exit 

Average 

Blade 

Diffuser 

Inlet 

Meridional 

Scroll 

Shroud 

Peripheral 

Wheel disc 



TABLE I - Typical Pump Requirements for 20KW 
Solar Space Power Systems 
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Figure 2. Blade Surface Velocity Distribution 
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i K'1 r <■ N D Diagram for Single Stage Pumps 
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Figure S. Velocity Triangles 
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Figur« 7. Suction Specific Speed .. ,„nctlo„ of p.dlvl, 
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<i Suction Specific Speed Data for Conventional Pumps 
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Figure 13. Slip Coefficient of Shear Force Rotor 
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Figur« 20. Calculated ■^D^D&agraa f«r Shear Forca Fuapa 
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Figure 22. Design Point Performance Comparison of She 



ormance Comparison of Shear Force Pumps and Conventional Pumps 
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Figure 23. Suction Specific Speed Potential of Sheal 



igure ¿i. Suction Specific Speed Potential of Shear Force Pumps 
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Figur« 24. Typical Performance Char«ct«rUcic of Conventional Pumpa 
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Figure 25. Typical Cavitation Behavior of Conventional Puapa 



Figur« 26. Typical Perfornanc« Charactarlstlc of Shaar Forca Pu^>« 
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